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CHAPTER -1-
»
There is no subject in the school curriculum that has
provoked a greater variety of discussions, during recent
years, than reading. Investigations, methods, and tests,
the relative values of oral and silent reading to the pupil,
type of material, quality and arrangements of texts and
recitations, movement of the eye3 during the reading process,
and the pedagogy and psychology of reading are some of the
phases of the subject upon which much valuable material has
been written.
Until about two decades ago the school placed most of
its emphasis on oral reading but the bulk of investigations,
tending to measure the ability of the school product, have
convinced school executives of the superiority of silent
over oral reading, both in speed and comprehension.
So strong has become the need for rapid silent reading
and so strong has been the condemnation of the large time-
allotment for oral reading in the schools that at present,
above the primary grades, the emphasis now is placed on
silent rather than on oral reading. However, there are
still some in the ranks who believe strongly in the value
of oral work in all the grades and also a considerable
number of parents who are sending their children to private
teachers of oral expression.
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For a very long time the curriculum gave oral reading
a very conspicuous place. V/ithout doubt this was a con-
tinuance of a practice of earlier days, those days when it
was customary for reading to he done orally for the benefit
of the group around the fire-side. It was quite natural
for the school to stress oral reading under these circum-
stances, and so it continued even though the earlier social
system had changed entirely.
Many of the investigations concerning reading of the
last decade or two are very convincing in their conclusions
of the value of silent over oral reading. Their data have
been so sound that they have received a large following
among the teachers of reading. This changed attitude of the
school is attributed to the earnest desire to accord each
subject of the curriculum a place commensurate with its
importance in modern society, rather than to any pedagogical
whim. Subjects must be given their places in accordance with
life's needs.
Our present civilization is so constituted that reading
in order to satisfy the needs of the individual, both in school
and out, must be both rapid and extensive. The tremendous out-
put of worthwhile reading matter makes it imperative that one
read both intelligently and economically. In bygone days know-
ledge was passed from one generation to another by tradition.
To-day it is done by type.
I
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Ability to read well is very closely allied to ability
to study well and thereon, to a great extent, rests the
success or failure of the student. Many failures in the
different school subjects can be traced to the inability of
extracting the thought from the printed page* Ability to
read well is of paramount importance to the pupil for later
academic success in all subjects.
Education for leisure is equally as important as educa-
tion for occupation. The slow, ponderous, reader can never
know the joy and satisfaction of recreational reading. To
him
)
enrichment of courses is a closed book. If the goal of
the school is to help the individual attain his maximum
growth and to prepare him to participate in society in a
wholesome and cooperative manner it must teach well how to
read silently.
Specific studies of the psychology of the reading process
have established certain fundamental truths. The most im-
portant are; progress in oral reading does not guarantee
equal progress in silent reading; too much drill in oral
reading may develop habits detrimental to good silent reading;
rapid reading and intelligent reading are closely correlated;
vocal assistance in silent reading is a decided drawback to
intelligent reading. Therefore, it seems quite evident that
only as emphasis is laid on silent rather than on oral reading
i
will our pupils be prepared to efficiently meet the reading
demands of life.
«f
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In recent years searching analyses have been made of the '
processes and purposes involved in silent reading. The former
are shown to be both psychological and physiological, the
latter as various and complex. Physiologically, the reading
process is largely a matter of eye-movement. The number,
length, groupings, and progressive and recessive character of
these movements are the measurement of reading efficiency.
The degree of this ability is conditioned by native endowment
and practice. So far as it depends on practice, it is capable
of improvement and this improvement is a matter of habit forma-
tion.
The purposes of silent reading cover an extremely wide
range. In a broad sense we may say that we read for information,
for entertainment, or for appreciation, and each of these pur-
poses may be found in a greater or lesser degree with one or
the other. What is more each can be subdivided. .Then reading
for information we may be on the alert to absorb as much as
possible of what the author has written, or we may merely wish
to grasp the main points, or it may be that we are only trying
to locate some new information on an old subject. Then again
we may read with the intention of making the acquisition as
permanent as possible or we may read for immediate use or for
use on some later occasion.
r«
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It seems quite evident that the purposes for which
people read must be given careful consideration in the
teaching of reading. Pupils should he placed in situa-
tions where certain purposes consciously or unconsciously
become appropriate. They should be led to adopt attitudes
and modes of action with reference to these purposes. In
this way the method by which reading is taught will vary
with the object in view.
But regardless of the purpose behind the reading the
only genuine measure of the effectiveness of the reading
is the degree of comprehension and the rate at which the
reading act takes place. The conditions which favor rapid
reading are therefore of importance to teacher and pupil
alike. If eye-movement is a matter of habit then the laws
of habit formation apply. If eye-movement conditions rate
of reading then these same laws should be used in developing
not only the rate but the whole reading process as well.
As the uses and applications of reading have expanded
during recent years, two very significant facts have been
discovered through careful studies and experiments. The
first is that general training in reading does not insure
efficiency in all the forms and purposes of reading required
in content subjects. There is some transfer to be sure, but
the only guarantee of efficiency in specific reading situa-
tions however, is well-planned guidance and training until
adequate attitudes and habits have been developed.
rC
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The second fact is that the purposes, forms, and applications-
of reading, differ greatly in different subjects. There is
such a variety and quantity of worthwhile reading matter
printed almost daily that economy of time requires that the
reading be done with different goals in mind. During the
course of several years of study, it has been found that
persons good in certain types of reading are mediocre in
other forms, and vice versa. It has been discovered that
certain types of reading ability depend upon highly complex
skills or techniques that are specific. It has also been
found that while these techniques could usually be very
rapidly acquired by dint of practice, the training to be
effective must be designed to improve the specific skill
desired. Training in mere reading-that is reading in general-
is inadequate or wasteful and training in one kind of reading
skill will not surely develop other types.
(
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE TESTING- STUDY SKILLS.
In recent years an abundance of studies and experiments
have been made dealing with many phases of the reading
process but a survey of the field discloses a scarcity of
material pertaining to the teaching of reading in the inter-
mediate grades for specific aims and purposes. Of this small
number the following seem most pertinent.
In 1926 Alderman gave vocabulary exercises to increase
the reading and understanding vocabulary of pupils in grades
IV to Vlll, inclusive, organization exercises to increase
ability to select central ideas and to organize them logi-
cally, and retention exercises to improve ability to retain
and reproduce the important points.
The pupils were divided into experimental and control
groups. The control groups received the usual type of in-
struction in reading, while each of the experimental groups
received one of the types of training listed. After six
weeks the Thorndike-McCall Reading Scale was given to
determine the improvement. The average gain made by the
experimental groups was more than twice that of the control.
* Grover H. Alderman, "Improving Comprehension
Ability in Silent Reading". Journal of
Educational Research, Vlll (January, 1926)
11-21, Public School Publishing Co.
Bloomington, Illinois.
c•
*
«
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In the same year an experiment to improve comprehension
was made by Yoakum and Truby who gave three types of train-
ing exercises to an experimental group, namely, exercises in
telling what the sentences say, exercises in selecting a few
words which contain the main thought, and exercises in select-
ing the most essential sentences. The results were checked
with the progress of a control group. The experimental groups
gained six times as much in comprehension and seven times as
much in speed as did the control group. The authors con-
cluded that specific training secures rapid increase in
ability on the part of untrained classes.
The significant fact about all these more recent ex-
periments is that surprisingly large increases in compre-
hension were secured when specific training was introduced.
Such results seriously challenge the validity of relying
largely on traditional methods of teaching reading. They
also suggest the need of critical studies of the relative
merits of the various newer methods which have been reported.
* Yoakum, Gerald Alan and Truby, Charlotte, "The
Effects of Certain Practices in Reading",
School of Education Journal, University of
Pittsburg. (January-February 1926) 60-61
-
(9)
About the same time ^Distad made a study of the perfor-
mance of pupils in reading different types of material
under different conditions. The specific conditions studied
were (1) when the reading is undirected, (2) when the pupils
read to find the answers to a list of eight specific questions
given by the experimenter, (3) when the pupils are given a
general problem, and (4) when the purpose of the reading is
to find the answers to eight questions raised by the pupils
as a group.
The subjects were ten classes of sixth grade pupils in
Minneapolis. Two classes were used for each type of proce-
dure and the remaining classes were used as control groups.
Specially prepared tests were used in measuring the reading
performance of the various groups. The results were very
suggestive.
The immediate recall of the groups reading with spe-
cific questions, raised questions, and a problem, exceeded
the immediate recall of a group doing only undirected read-
ing in ten out of twelve comparisons. Undirected groups
were favorably affected by the experience with directed
* Distad, H. .7. "A Study of the Reading
Performance of Pupils Under Different
Conditions on Different Types of
Material", Journal of Educational
Psychology, Varwick and York, N. Y.
XV111, April 1927, 247-258.
f
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procedures. The raised questions and problem procedures
were slightly more effective than were the specific
questions procedure, From the total results of the study
the experimenter concluded that reading with a problem or
with questions is valuable when definite information is
desired, but that the use of devices to direct attention
to the content is not economical when immediate recall of
the entire content is desired.
In the same year Carroll gave specific training in
reading directions to two sections of a seventh grade for
ten minutes a day for thirty days. A battery of tests were
given both at the beginning and at the end of the training
period. The results showed that drill in reading directions
produced marked improvement in this and similar types of
exact reading but does not affect other mental functions
not involved in careful and precise reading.
In 1929 a study was made in the school system of
Mount Vernon, N. Y. to determine whether or not superior
pupils who read a large number of books for appreciation
without any special training in interpretation gain as much
power to understand words, sentences, and paragraphs, as do
superior pupils who read a limited
* Carroll, Robert P. nAn Experimental Study of
Comprehension in Reading. Teachers 1 College
Contributions to Education, No. 245, pp. Vl-72,
1926, Columbia University, New York.
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• number of selections with specific remedial training. As
reported by Rhoads the study was conducted in the following
manner.
Two seventh grade classes of thirty pupils each
followed two different courses of training for a period of
two months. Both classes had the same literature teacher
and both were of the same mental level. At the beginning
of the experiment both classes were examined carefully by
means of the reading sections of the Stanford Achievement
Test. At the beginning they were given a different form
of the same test. As the reading age of each pupil sur-
passed his mental age it is evident that the pupils were
highly efficient in reading. This fact would tend to make
the study reliable since pupils who were deficient in
reading were entirely eliminated.
One class was given specific training. This class
used the regularly adopted literature textbook. The
teacher used only selections which were fitted for
remedial work. At the very beginning an effort was made
to diagnose specifically the individual difficulties of
the pupils and to apply remedial treatment. A careful,
intensive, study was made of selected words to show the
value of words in expressing shades of meaning.
* Rhoads Luke C. "Systematic Remedial Training
for Pupils of Superior Reading Ability".
Elementary School Journal. Vol. XXIX. No. 10,
771-775, June 1929. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.
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Through tho use of 3ynonyms and illustrative sentences
training was also given in making and interpreting
definitions. Special attention was also given to groups
of words and sentences in context and to the central
idea of the paragraph. The pupils 1 progress was
determined at intervals by means of Standard Test Lessons
in Reading by Y/m. MoCall and Lelah Mae Crabbs.
In the second class no particular book was assigned.
The endeavor was always to stimulate so much interest
during the class period that the pupils would continue
their reading at home of their own volition. The discussion
in the class was like a friendly conversation. VThen several
nupils had read the same book they gathered in groups to
discuss the characters, their actions, their motives, their
aspirations, and their limitations. This method of review-
ing a book stimulated the pupils 1 reactions, developed their
ability to formulate thought and express them, increased
their conversational powers, and gave them an opportunity
to compare their ideas about the book with those of their
classmates.
The results at the end of the experiment showed that
the class given special remedial instruction made the greater
progress in ability to interpret words, sentences, and para-
graphs. It was concluded that pupils of superior reading
ability can profit considerably by intensive training and
special drill in interpreting words, sentences, and para-
graphs.
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More recently Hilliard and Barnes experimented to
ascertain what would be the effect in an ordinary public
school of a procedure in which a series of drills
definitely planned to emphasize specific reading skills
was given to those pupils who already realized their needs
as compared with a procedure in which there was no attempt
to overcome individual difficulties indicated by the find-
ings of standardized, diagnostic, tests.
They paired thirteen pupils in the same grade in
different schools* The experimental group was drilled in
their particular deficiencies on material patterned after
types A, B, C, and D, of the Gates Silent Reading Tests.
The control group received no drill planned on the basis
of individual needs.
Prom the results obtained they drew the following
conclusions; Drill in reading based on the type of skill
in which the Gates Silent Heading Tests show a child to be
deficient is superior to drill in which the child 1 s need is
not isolated. Children with intelligence quotients below
the average can greatly improve their reading abilities if
they are provided with specific training. Pur-ooseful
reading drill, for which the child realizes his own need,
as part of an organized remedial program is superior to the
casual teaching of reading.
* Hilliard, George H. and Barnes, Harcillene.
"Effect of Specific Drill on Heading Ability".
Elementary School Journal. Vol. XXXI. (February
1931) No. 6. 417-426
rr
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Total gains in reading ability vary directly in
proportion to the number of types of reading in which
the pupil receives specific drill.
The successful study of content subjects-such as
history, geography, mathematics, and science- is
conditioned largely by the ability to read effectively.
Pupils who are retarded in reading are likely to be
handicapped seriously in study activities. Pupils who
are not retarded may encounter difficulties in performing
certain reading activities. For example, a pupil may be
able to interpret a passage in history intelligently but may
have difficulty in selecting from the passage points which
are pertinent to an assigned problem. Similarly, a
pupil may have learned to read narrative materials
satisfactorily but may not have learned to do the more in-
tensive type of reading necessary to interpret a descriptive
passage in mathematics. These two illustrations suggest
that pupils who pursue content subjects effectively must be
able to perform numerous kinds of reading activities.
iith all this in mind James McCallister in the labo-
ratory schools of the University of Chicago, recently under-
took to determine the kinds of reading difficulties which
pupils encounter in studying various junior high school
subjects.
* McCallister, James M. "Reading Difficulties in
Studying Content Subjects". Elementary School
Journal. Vol. XXXI, (November 1930) No. 3, 191-201.
t *
r
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The kinds of reading difficulties disclosed by this
study are not near so important as the conclusion drawn
from the experiment • McCallister concluded that the
reading difficulties identified "by his investigation
demonstrated the need for giving special attention to
reading activities in connection with the teaching of
each content subject. The reading activities required
for the successful study of a subject depend on the
techniques employed in teaching the subject and on the
kinds of reading material assigned. Therefore, pupils
should be trained in the reading activities adapted to
the demands of the subject.
These conditions provide opportunity for developing
many new reading skills. The performance of activities
should be so guided that pupils may grow continually in
reading ability as they advance through school. Both good
and poor readers will profit from such guidance. The good
reader will learn many new reading skills which will tend
to increase the effectiveness of his study activities. The
poor reader will not only gain new reading skills but will
also receive assistance in overcoming other handicaps to
his progress.
The difficulties disclosed by this investigation in-
dicated the need for the five following types of guidance
in reading; guidance in the method of attack required by
the reading activity; guidance in the recognition of
relations and in other forms of thinking required by the

(16)
reading activities; guidance in the practice of review;
guidance in overcoming difficulties with the vocabulary;
and guidance in accurate interpretation.
Pursuant to the above investigation McCallister
later published a study in which he suggested ways where-
by guidance in reading could be provided without making
undue inroads into the time alloted to a course. He
concluded as follows; Each content course provides
opportunity for developing new reading habits and skills*
Because of the varied character of the instructional
materials assigned in different courses and of the varied
techniques of teaching employed, pupils encounter numerous
types of reading activities.
The performance of these activities leads to greater
reading ability and to increased effectiveness of study
habits. These activities should be guided carefully and
purposefully in order that pupils may grow continually
in power to study independently.
* McCallister, James M. "Reading Activities in
the Study of Content Subjects". Elementary
School Journal. Vol. XXXI, (December 1930)
No. 4, 271-284. University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois.
<<
t
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To improve effectively the important skills in silent
reading, it is necessary first to ascertain which types
are in need of development and then to set up instruction
designed to improve specifically those types of techniques.
With all this in mind an experiment was conducted by the
writer in three sixth year classes, under the ordinary,
everyday, conditions of the classroom, in an endeavor to
develop better study skills in reading. Extra drill was
given in reading, for general significance, in reading to
note details, and in reading to follow directions, in the
hope that the specific skills desired would be established.
At the same time drill in reading to locate information and
drill in increasing the reading rate were also held.
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Chapter 2.
SELECTION OF CLASSES.
Three ungraded sixth grades in the same building
were used designated as group 1( experimental group),
group 2( casual-drill group), and group 3( control group).
In assigning the pupils to their respective rooms in
September, care was taken to distribute according to rank,
so that the range of intelligence in the three rooms would
be about the same. The Haggerty Intelligence Examination
given at the beginning of the experiment gave the follow-
ing results.
TABLE 1-
Haggerty Intelligence Examination, Delta 2.
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Pupils 37 37 33
Med. 89 88 94
Ql 109 107 110
Q3 74 77 75.5
Range 51-128 36-127 31-135
Av. 89 87 89
The above scores for the three groups are sufficiently
close to one another to make it reasonable to consider them
of about the same general ability. Groups 1 and 3 have an
average score of 89 while group 2 is two points lower.
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SCORES ON INITIAL TESTS.
During the week of March 9, 1S3I, besides the above
test each group was given the Sangren-.. oody Reading Tests,
Form 1, and types A, C, and D, of the Gates Silent Reading
Tests, Form 1 with the following results,
TABLE 2-
Sangren-Woody Reading Tests, Form 1.
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3
Pupils 37 37 33
Med* 76 77 80
Ql 92.5 97.5 94.5
Q3 62.5 64 58.5
Range 33-107 21-105 31-120
Av. 74 78 78
Groups 2 and 3 have an average score of 78 while the
experimental group has an average score of 4 points less.
The median score for the experimental group is 76 while
group 2 is one point higher and the control group two points
higher.
TABLE 3-
Quartile Comparison of the Three Groups on Types A, C,
and D, of the Gates Silent Reading Tests at Beginning
of Experiment.
Group 2Group 1
Types
A CD
Ql 13.7 16 17.5
Med. 12.2 13.4 11.3
Q3 10.6 10.8 10.5
Types
A CD
15.5 14.8 14
12.6 13.4 11.3
11.4 11.4 10.4
Group 3
Tvoes
A C D
16.5 16 16
13.1 14.2 13.1
10.8 12 10.7
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TABLE 4
Composite Quartile Comparisons on Types A, C, and
D, of the Gates Silent Reading Tests at the
Beginning of the Experiment.
Croup 1 Croup 2 Group 3
Ql 15.73 14.77 16.17
Med. 12.3 12.43 13.47
Q3 10.63 11.07 11.17
Av. 12.98 12.92 13.77
As shown by the above table the experimental group
in reading age is .79 lower than the control and .06
higher than group ?• on an average.
TABLE 5
Composite Quartile Scores in the Gates Silent Heading
Tests Based on the Percentage Correct.
Croup 1 Group 2 Group 3
Med. 90 90 90
Ql 94 92.5 94
Q3 85 83 85
Av. 86.5 86.6 88.3
In all the tests the control group has shown a wider
scatter. The above scores would show that figured on the
per cent of paragraphs correct the average score for this
same group is 1.8 better than the experimental group and
1.7 better than group 2.
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The three groups were very much alike racially and
have the same general religious, social, and economic
backgrounds In group 1 there were only eight children
whose parents were foreign born. Pour of these were
Jewish, three French-Canadian, and one Syrian, In group
2 only seven had foreign born parents. Three of these
were Jewish, two French-Canadian, and two Greek. In the
third group, of the seven whose parents were not American
born, four were Jewish, two were French-Canadian, and one
was Greek. Out of one-hundred-six pupils participating in
the experiment eighty-four had American born, English
speaking parents.
Of the one-hundred-six pupils, seventy-four have been
in this same building, under the present supervision, since
they entered the first grade and the other thirty-four on
being promoted to this building were distributed on the
basis of their previous school records.
Each classroom is equipped with the traditional fixed
desk and chair and all other equipment and textbooks are
identical for the three rooms. Every pupil in the three
rooms is furnished with books (history, geography, arithmetic,
language, etc.) that are the same and the three teachers in
charge of these respective classes are well-trained and
experienced, ranging from fifteen to twenty years in practice.
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METHOD OF DRILLING FOR INCREASING READING RATE
In starting the experiment the experimental group was
.
given a talk on the factors that enter into reading. Al-
though the class had pretty much overcome the had mechanical
habits namely vocalization, head-movement, and finger
tracing, of the thirty-seven pupils only two were found who
were still using their lips or moving their heads in their
general reading. These two are already retarded two years,
are of poor mental caliber and are doubtful of continuing
in school*
The class was told about eye-span, fixation, and rhythm.
For the first three weeks all the pupils took the same drills.
They were told their reading rates and entered them in their
note-books so that they would be able to check on their
improvement. Although not the best time, the last half hour
of the day, four days a week, was devoted to the drill.
METHOD OF DRILLING FOR LOCATING INFORMATION.
The usual procedure was to start the period by passing
out mimeographed copies of matter taken from history,
geography, science, or nature study. There would generally
be four paragraphs to a copy so that a question could be taken
from each one. The questions were placed on the board and
the pupils were told to skim through as fast as possible in
order to locate the information asked. As soon as the first
one was finished his time was placed on the board. Every five
seconds later the new time was recorded and as each one
finished he marked his own time on his paper.

(S3)
Although it may be that the material is not of equal
difficulty the timing seemed to be a stimulus for quick
scanning. It had been decided to exclude those who were
sufficiently adept but they found the drill so interesting
and their enthusiasm was so great that it was decided to
allow them to remain.
METHOD OF DRILLIUB FOR SPECIFIC AIMS.
After being drilled for scanning they were drilled on
reading to note details. Since we had to use our own text-
books the questions were written on the board. The matter
used in these drills was quite similar to the different types
of the Gates Reading Tests. After the questions were placed
on the board the class was told to open their books to a
particular page and to read the paragraphs as quickly as
possible and then answer the questions. The same procedure
was used in drilling to appreciate the general significance
of what was read. In drilling for understanding and follow-
ing precise directions our textbooks did not supply sufficient
material. However this was overcome by resorting to different
magazines and doing practically all the work from the board.
During the first two weeks each pupil in the experimental
group had his mistakes pointed out to him by his teacher. A
few read so fast that their comprehension suffered. Others
failed because of poor concentration. THe pupil's task from
then on was to correct his particular fault in reading.
9i
*
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The teacher took the drill matter in the following
order. Drill for scanning, for details, for general
significance, and for following directions. On those
days when she did not have sufficient time for the four
types of drill she continued the next day on the one next
in order, and kept repeating this order so that each drill
type was given its alloted time.
In group two, casual-drill group, the same material
was used once a week. By the end of- the ten weeks this
class had come in contact twice with each type of drill
material used. No special instructions were given.
Group three, the control group, was given the initial
tests only. They have continued their silent reading "but
have not "been drilled for special types, nothing has "been
said to them about the mechanics or other factors that enter
into reading. Poor reading as shown by the initial scores
has been ignored. About the only checks in this group on
silent reading are questions from time to time on general
comprehension and vocabulary. No attempt was made to
develop an adjusted rate for different types of reading
matter,
MATERIAL USED IN DRILLING- FOR SPECIFIC AIMS
The big difficulty with this experiment was in finding
and preparing the drill matter to be used. In drilling for
scanning, selections from many sources were taken. The
most helpful books were the following;
The New Healthy Living— Vinslow and Hahn—Book Two, New York,
Chas. E. Merrill Co.
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Practical Exercises in Geography—Book One
Sutherland and Sanford—Boston—Silver Burdett Co.
Our Beginnings in Europe and America
Smith Burnham—Philadelphia—John C. Winston Co.
Reading and Living—Book Two
Hill-Lyman-Moore—Boston—Chas. Scribners 1 Sons
After mimeographing sufficient selections from the
above books, the different sets of copies were sent to the
teacher of the experimental group. The content matter was
varied as much as possible, including history, geography,
biography, science, and nature study. It v/as thought at
first that the vocabulary burden of some of these might be
a little too heavy although we tried to keep within the
reach of a sixth grade. Instead of acting as a difficulty
however it seemed that it was actually working as a stimulus
for vocabulary building. The original intention was to
confine the experiment as far as was possible to the actual
conditions and texts of the classroom. However it was found
that most of the paragraphs of our textbooks were a little
too concise and full of important, related matter to use for
scanning drill.
In drilling for general significance, detail, and the
ability to follow directions we were more fortunate. The
following list of our own textbooks contained sufficient
matter;
The Boy 1 and Girls 1 Headers—Bolenius—Fifth Book
Boston—Houghton Mifflin Co.
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The Study Readers— .Talker and Parkman—'Fourth Year
New York—Ghas. Merrill Go.
The Silent Readers—Lewis and Rowland—Sixth Year
Philadelphia—John C. Winston Go.
However in drilling to follow instructions we had to
take recourse to magazines. These two were very helpful;
My Weekly Reader—American Education Press, Inc #
1123 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
The Normal Instructor—Owen Publishing Co.
Dansville, New York.
In order to have the drill period move smoothly and to
prevent any loss of time the above books v/ere reviewed before
the experiment was started. The pages and paragraphs were
noted and the questions to be used were written. When complete
these were forwarded to the teacher who was working with the
experimental group. Before school or at least before the drill
period started the numbers of the pages and the paragraphs,
with the corresponding questions, were placed on the board,
/hen the class was ready the teacher would tell the pupils to
take their books from their desks and to read the paragraphs
designated on the board and then to answer the questions.
The board was used quite regularly in this way for presenting
the drill matter for types A, C, and D, A full description
for type A should be sufficient for C and D also.
The pupil would be told to read the following directions
and questions which the teacher had previously written on the
board;
**
I
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Bolenius—Page 189—Paragraph 4
./hat word best describes David?
weak-healthy-t imid-afraid
Was his work;
dull-easy-dangerous-uneventful
./hat weapon did he use?
gun-arrow-sling-pistol
Just as soon as the pupils had finished reading the
questions they would open their Bolenius to page 189, read
paragraph four, and then write the words that answered the
questions best. The following is paragraph four, page 149,
Bolenius,
"There was a gleam of red in David's hair and a glow of
red in David's cheeks and he was as brave as he was handsome.
His part of the farmwork was to tend the sheep. In the wild
woods nearby were lions and bears, who looked with hungry eyes
upon the sheep, and David had to fight them, .'/hen he went out
to the pasture he carried not only a bag which his mother had
filled with things to eat but a thick stick and a sling. Some-
times he fought the lions and bears with the stick and sometimes
with the sling; and if the boys of Bethlehem could throw as well
as the left-handed sons of the Benjamin family nearby, David
could sling a stone at a hare and hit it. This was an accomplish-
ment which he afterwards found useful."
Usually the pupils read two such paragraphs per drill
period. Those who answered all the questions correctly were
then allowed to go to the shelf and choose any book that they
might wish to read.
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^Anyone who had a question wrong was told to reopen his book,'
reread the paragraph, and make the necessary correction*
This rereading of the paragraph was usually sufficient to
enable them to correct. Any who wished to ask questions or
who were still in doubt were allowed to go to the desk for
help. This consumed quite a little time during the first
two or three weeks but after that the mistakes decreased
perceptibly.
In order that vocabulary and reading would be simple
enough we used the fourth year book first, then the fifth,
and finally the sixth. For the most part the questions
used in both types A and D were of the true-false, multiple-
choice, and completion type. ;7e thought at first that the
matter in the fourth year reader would be a little too
simple for a sixth grade but we were very much mistaken.
The class needed drill of this kind very much and it had to
be quite simple at first.
In drilling to follow directions we were hopeful that
the results would carry over to the reading of arithmetic
problems. In order to associate the reading of directions
with our arithmetic we supplemented the drill with a little
practice in reading arithmetic problems, at the beginning
of /the arithmetic period. The following is an example of
the type of work done. The book used was;
Practice Problems in Arithmetic-Grade 5-Roy S. Adams.
Evanston, 111.—Row, Peterson Go.
t4
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Harry had &.80 in his hank and spent one-fourth of
it. How much had he left?
After reading the problem the pupils were told to
close their books, and to pick the right statements from
the following which were written on the board.
1- Harry had $18. ,$80. ,$8. ,$.08* , $.80.
2- .That part did he spend?
3- What part had he left?
MATERIAL USED IB DRILLING FOR LOCATING INFORMATION
In drilling for scanning the following is a sample of
the kind of matter that was used. Before passing out the
mimeographed copies these four questions were placed on the
board in the following order;
1- VTho had been shot by the office-seeker?
2- At what age was Cleveland head of the nation?
3- What act did Congress pass that Cleveland wanted?
4- At what hour did Cleveland go to bed?
The class was told to read these questions and to
answer them as quickly as possible after scanning the follow-
ing;
"The people said that Grover Cleveland had risen remark-
ably fast. He had begun public service at twenty-five; now
at forty-seven, though he had not sought the honor, he was
head of the nation. It is because he has the genius of
leadership and the spirit of righteousness said a prominent
man. .'/hat do you mean by a leader, came the next question.
A leader is a man who always knows what to do next, was the
quick answer. The president is greedy for work, was a
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•frequent remark; but few persons did know how he did toil.
Early in the morning he was at his desk; all through the
afternoon his labors continued and at night his burning
lamp showed that the public work was still being done.
Often it was two or three o'clock before Cleveland went to
rest"*
"One of the many reforms which Cleveland aided was that
known as "civil service reform". President Jackson, fifty
years before, had set up the "spoil system" under which trust-
worthy employees of the government were dismissed, simply
because they did not belong to the party of the new president.
Their places were often filled by persons entirely unfit. No
effort was made to correct this wrong system until President
Garfield was shot by a disappointed office-seeker".
"Congress then passed an act to bring "civil service
reform". The president was given power to arrange that certain
offices should be filled only by those who passes highest in
examination. After receiving their appointments in this way
the employees could not be removed so long as they rendered
good service. Before his term ended Cleveland doubled the
number of persons who were thus protected".
MATERIAL USED IN DRILLING FOR INCREASING READING RATE.
The pupils of the experimental group determined their
reading rate four times during the ten weeks. At the beginning
of the experiment a copy of Robinson Crusoe was given to each.
The class was then told that everybody was to keep his book
closed until told to open it and to start reading at the page
that would be indicated and to continue until told to stop.
t*
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This procedure was also followed by the other two groups
in getting the initial rates. Sach time that the rates of
the experimental group were taken the same book and plan
were followed, only we used different pages each time.
At the end of two minutes they were told to stop and
mark the last word read. Each one then counted the words
he had read and divided by two. Although the teacher had
already counted the number of words in each line and on
each page had placed the numbers on the board as an aid to
the class in getting an accurate account there was some
difficulty in getting the pupils to be exact. As soon as
some of the slower ones found that others were reading much
faster than they, it seemed that they were adding to their
actual count. Indeed we are not positive that some of the
faster ones did not do the same thing. Of course the
attempt was made to eliminate this by testing them on their
comprehension of what was read but we still feel that
perhaps a few of the scores are somewhat exaggerated.
st
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Chapter 3-
Resuits.
Effect of drill on the reading age of the experimental
group in compari son with the other two groups.
The reading age scores obtained by the three groups
in the Gates Silent Reading Tests, at the end of the ten
weeks experiment, showed a substantial gain for the
experimental group. This was so in each of the three
Gates types used namely, A (Reading to Appreciate the
General Significance), C (Reading to Understand Precise
Directions), and D (Reading to Note Details). Each
pupils 1 score on these three types at the beginning and
end of the experiment can be found in tables 18, 19, and
20 in the appendix.
In test A the median score of the experimental group
increased from 12.2 to 14.2 a growth of two years. In the
casual-drill group the median score increased from 12.6 to
13.1, a growth of .7 of a year, while in the control group
it increased from 13.1 to 13.7, a growth of .6 years.
Table 6 shows a comparison of the median gain in years of
reading age in type A of the Gates Reading Tests.
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TABLE 6-
Goraparison of the Median Gain in Years of Reading Age in
Type A of the Gates Reading Test.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. of
Cases 36 34 35
March 12. £ 12.6 13.1
May 14.2 13.1 13.7
Gain 2.0 .7 .6
In test C (Reading to Understand Precise Directions)
the experimental group made a decided gain while the other
two groups lost. The median score showed a gain of 2.0
years for the experimental group and losses of .8 and .5
years respectively for the casual-drill and control groups.
A comparison of the median gain in years of reading age for
this type is presented in table 7.
TABLE 7-
Comparison of the Median Gain in Years of Reading Age on
Type C of the Gates Reading Test.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. of
Cases 36 34 35
March 13.4 13.4 14.2
May 15.5 12.6 13.7
Gain 2.1 -.8 -.5
mr
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In test "D (Reading to Note Details) the median score
of the experimental group increased .9 of a year, the
casual-drill decreased .4 of a year and the control group
decreased .9 of a year. Table 8 gives a comparison of the
median gain in years of reading age on type D.
TABLE 8-
Comparison of the Median Gain in Years of Reading Age on
Type D of the Gates Reading Tests.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. of
Cases 36 34 35
March 11.3 11.3 13.1
May IS. 2 10.9 12.2
Gain .9 -.4 -.9
In a composite of types A, C t and D, the median score
for the experimental group made a gain of 1.6 years, a loss
of .2 years for the casual-group, and a loss of .3 years for
the control group. A comparison for the three groups is
presented in table 9.
TABLE 9-
Comparison of the Median Gain in Years of Reading Age on a
Composite of types A, C, and D, of the Gates Reading Tests.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. of
Cases 36 34 35
March 12.3 12.4 13.5
May 13.9 12.2 13.2
Gain 1.6 -.2 -.3
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It would seem that drill in reading for specific aims •
in order to be effective must be consistent and regular.
In the experimental group where these conditions prevailed
there was a steady and worthwhile improvement, ;'ith the
exception of those who had perfect or near-perfect scores on
both the initial and final tests, practically everyone showed
a considerable improvement. The following table is presented
to show the statistical significance of the average gain on a
composite of the three types of reading.
TABLE 10-
Statistical Significance of the Average Gain of the Experi-
mental Group on a Composite of Types A, C, and D, of the Gates
Reading Tests.
Diff. P. S. Diff.
M-M Diff. P. E.
2 1 Diff.
17.5 3.3 5.3
In the other two groups, the casual-drill and the control
on a composite of the A, C, and D, types of the Gates material
the average losses were 6.9 months and 7.6 months respectively
Effect of Drill in Reading to Locate Information.
In drilling to locate information it was found that the
experimental group made quite a gain over the other two
although the size of the increase was not too pronounced.
However, it is quite certain that the time for scanning in all
three of the groups actually is faster than the time obtained.
P. E.
M
March 155.7 "t 2.4
May 172.2 1*2.2
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In all written work and particularly language (whether
written or oral) we emphasize the importance of complete
sentences* In the drill for scanning in order to make
sure that the information sought had been located the
classes were required to write their answers. This
writing of the answers took some time and made the time
of the test a little slower than it actually was.
;/hen scanning drill was first started it was noticed
that the class used more time for locating information to
questions when the questions did not follow the order of
the reading matter. This difficulty was overcome by drill.
They now glance through their assignments searching for all
the information asked regardless of the order of the
questions. The other two groups still seem to search
through the reading for one piece of information at a time.
The gain throughout the drill group was consistent
while in the other two groups some gained and others lost.
The experimental group made an average gain of 26 seconds,
the casual-drill group an average gain of 11 seconds and
the control group and average gain of 8 seconds. Table
11 presents a comparison of the average time and gain for
the three groups.
*
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TABLE 11-
Goraparison of Time Required for Locating Information at the
Beginning and End of the :i)xt>eriment.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. of
Cases 36 34 35
March 4 1 2E" 4 , 26" 4*40"
May 3 *56" 4 , 15" 4*32"
Gain 26" 11" 8"
Although the average gain in the experimental group was
twenty-six seconds, this gain is just .2 points short of
being significant. The following table shows the statistical
significance of the average gain in ability to locate inform-
ation.
TABLE 12.
Statistical Significance of the Gain in Ability to Locate
Information in the Experimental Group.
Mean P.E. Diff. P. E. Diff.
Seconds M M-M Diff. P. E.
2 1 Diff.
March 262.8 * 6.2 ^ + 9<2 2#Q
May 236.75 "+"6.7
Effect of Drill on Reading Rate.
The final average gain in reading rate for the
experimental group was 66 words per minute. There was a loss
of 2 words per minute in the casual-drill group and a gain of
14 words per minute in the control group. In the drilled
group the gain was steady throughout the entire class while
in each of the other two some read slower in the final
6+-
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testing than they did in the initial one. This was due
perhaps to the lack of application needed in a time test.
The experimental group had sufficient experience so that
the gain was more uniform, A comparison of the reading
rates in words per minute is given in the following table.
TABLE 13-
Comparison of the Reading Rate in Tords per Minute at the
Beginning and End of the Experiment,
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
March 257 253 291
May 323 251 305
Gain 66 -2 14
The gain of 66 words per minute by the experimental
group was significant. Table 14 gives the data showing
how significant, statistically, it was.
TABLE 14-
Significance of Gain in Reading Rate of the Experimental
Group.
Av. Words P. E. Diff. P. E, Diff.
ver min. M M-M Diff. P. E.
Diff
March 257.7 +8.5 .
65.6 T 14.7 4.4
May 323.3 +12.0
t
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Effect of Drill on Accuracy in Reading
Based on the percentage of paragraphs correct, in the
Gates material, the composite median scores for the three
types disclose a big gain for the experimental group. Of
the 36 pupils tested the median composite gain for the
experimental group was 7 points, while there were losses of
2.4 and 2.0 points respectively in the casual-drill and
control groups. The individual pupils 1 scores for type A,
C, and D, can be found in tables 21, 22, and 23 in the
appendix. Table 15 gives a comparison of the gain in
accuracy at the beginning and end of the period.
Comparison of Gain in Accuracy, at the Beginning and End
of the Period, on a Composite of Types A, C, and D, of the
Gates Heading Tests,
TABLE 15-
Bxperimental Casual-Drill Control
March 91.3 88.7 91.7
May 98.3 86.3 89.7
Gain 7.0 -8.4 -2.0
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Analysis of Sains in Reading Age of the Highest and Lowest
Quarters of the Readers in Each Group.
On a composite of types A, C, and D, the first quarter
of the experimental group made a gain of 12.1 months in
reading age while the first quarter of the casual-drill group
had a loss of 14.4 months and the corresponding quarter of
the control group a loss of 10.0 months. Why there should be
such losses in the casual-drill and control groups is hard to
explain. The three best pupils in these classes, who scored
almost perfectly in the initial test did very poorly in the
final, in comparison. This greatly increased the average
loss for this quarter of the class. The table below gives a
comparison of gains in months in reading age on a composite
of types A, 0, and D, of the highest quarter of the Three
Glasses.
TABLE 16-
Comparison of Gains in Months of Reading Age Made by the
Highest Quarters of the Readers in Each Group on a Composite
of Types A, C, and D, of the Gates Reading Tests.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No. 36 34 35
Gain 12,1 -14.4 -10.0
i
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The lowest quarter of the readers in each group made an
average gain in reading age, based on a composite of the
three types of reading. Here again it was found that the
experimental group showed a much "better growth than the other
two. Uo doubt this was due to the daily drill undertaken by
this group. Table 17 gives a comparison of the gains in
months of the three groups.
TABLE 17.
Comparison of Sains in Months of Reading Age Made by the
Lowest Quarter of the Readers in Each Group on a Composite
of Types A, C t and D, of the Gates Reading Tests.
Experimental Casual-Drill Control
No, 36 34 35
Gain 19.8 5.3 6.6
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Chapter 4-
SUMMAHY
Objective Conclusions;
The purpose of the experiment was to ascertain whether
or not better study skills in silent reading could be
developed by daily drill in reading, (1) for general
significance, (2) for noting details, (3) for following
directions, and to also determine the effect that regular
drill would have on the reading rate and on the amount of
time required in locating information. The results as shown
by the experimental group in comparison with the other two
at the end of the ten weeks drill would seem to indicate
that a worthwhile improvement in reading rate, in time
required for locating information and in the types of reading
as measured by the Oates material will follow whenever
sufficient drill for these particular goals has been taken.
At least the one-half hour, daily drill, for the ten weeks
that this experiment covered, made a big difference in the
accomplishment of the experimental group at the end of the
period. From the data presented in previous pages the
following conclusions might be reasonably drawn.
1- Extra drill in reading, for general significance, in
reading to note details, and in reading to follow directions,
was superior to the ordinary general reading. A statistically
significant gain of 17 # 5 months in reading age was found at the
end of the ten weeks instruction in the experimental group.
2- Steadv drill in ranid silent reading is conducive to
accelerating the rate of silent reading. At the end of the
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ten weeks the experimental group had increased its average
rate 66 words per minute. This gain proved to "be statisti-
cally significant.
3- The amount of time required for locating information
by the experimental group was decreased 26 seconds. This
failed to be of statistical importance by .2 of a point.
4- The average reading age of the control group, 13.4
years, was the same at the end as it was at the beginning of
the experiment, ./hen the average gain of 17.5 months in the
reading age of the experimental group is considered the
effectiveness of drill in silent reading for specific aims
becomes quite convincing.
5- In the casual-drill group there was an average gain
of 1 month in reading age. This very likely was due to the
occasional drill given to this group.
6- A comparison of the results in the reading ages of
the three groups shows a preponderance of gain by the drilled
group.
a-Experimental group-gain of 17.5 months.
b-Casual-drill group-gain of 1 month.
c-Control group-no gain.
7- The inferior readers of each group showed somewhat
better results than the superior. The lowest quarter of the
experimental group made an average gain of 19.8 months
against a gain of 12.1 months by the first quarter. In the
casual-drill group the lowest quarter gained 5.3 months
against a loss of 14.4 months by the first quarter.
• »
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The lowest quarter of the control group gained 6.6 months
while the first quarter lost 10 months*
8- The consistent gain throughout the entire experimental
group in contrast to the other two groups must be attributed
to the daily drill in reading for the above-mentioned objectives.
The results of the experiment lead to the conclusion that
general reading as conducted in the control class did not
equip pupils to meet the specific aims of reading as measured
by this experiment. Although the best pupils had 100 per
cent (or very close to it) in the percentage of paragraphs
correct both at the beginning and end, the results show that
the poorer readers can be helped considerably by drilling them
for definite goals. Just as soon as the experimental group
was made acquainted with the different types of reading they
seemed to become better motivated for their work.
Observations and Implications;
Throughout this experiment one of the most noteworthy
features was the interest and enthusiasm with which the pupils
read after they discovered the many different types of
objectives for which one should read. The testing was eagerly
awaited and received and the reading became livelier and more
purposeful. The class appeared more happy and cooperative and
it seemed that the entire program was accompanied by more
pupil satisfaction. Everyone in the class seemed to be
competing against his own record and was alert for any
indication of improvement.
c•
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It would seem from this experiment that the teaching of
silent reading in the intermediate grades demands the very
best we have in pedagogy and methodology. Good silent read-
ing, which is almost synonymous with the art of studying,
has a definite function that must be met with a technique
that is both productive and appropriate. The pupil must
first be made acquainted with the physiological aspects
that enter into the reading process and then drilled to read
silently matter that is both varied and broad enough to
enable him to develop techniques that will be suitable to the
purposes for which he will later read. These purposes for
which people read must of necessity be interpreted in a very
broad sense but the techniques of the reading process for
the specific aim at hand can be developed by placing and drill
ing the pupil in situations wherein certain definite reading
aims become appropriate and inevitable.
In order that this may be both effective and economical
the goals for which the drill is to be developed must first
be determined. Pupils who do well in one type of reading may
be mediocre in another. It is also evident that some types
of reading ability are contingent on highly complicated,
specific, skills. After the goals have been established for
which the silent reading drill is to be conducted the pupil
should then be drilled in those types for which he shows the
most need. The teaching of silent reading instead of being
unpurposeful and wasteful thereby becomes most effective in
establishing the specific reading skills required by the pupil
I
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TABLE 18.
COMPARISON OP THE READING AGES OF THE THREE GROUPS ON TYPE A
OF THE GATES SILENT READING TESTS AT THE BEGINNING AND END.
PUPIL
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
QI
Med.
Q3
GROUP I GROUP 2 GROUP 3
Mar.
19
16-5
16
16
14-8
14-8
14-2
13-7
13-7
13-7
I3-I
I3-I
12-6
12-6
12-6
12-6
12-6
12-5
12
12
II-4
II-4
II-4
II-4
1 1-4
10-8
10-8
10-4
10-4
10
10
9-7
9-7
9-4
9-4
9-2
13.7
12.2
10.6
May Mar. May
T Ql y 19 16
T Q
J.9 19 12
T Q 18 15.5
T Qiy 16 17
T Clo 16 17
JLO-O 16-5 16
T C 15-5 14-8
16-5 15-5 13.
1
lo 15-5 I3-I
14-2 14-8 13-7
15-5 14-2 14-2
14-2 13-7 16-5
18 13-7 16
16 13-7 13-7
16 13-7 12-6
14-2 I3-I 13-7
I3-I 12-6 I3-IT A C\14-8 12-6 I3-I
14-2 12-6 12-6
12 12-6 12
16 12-6 12
I3-I 12 I3-I
12-6 12 I3-I
10 12 12
10-8 12 II-4
14-8 II-4 12-6
12 II-4 II-4
I3-I 10-8 13-7
12-6 10-8 12-6
T T A11-4: 10 II-4
II-4 9-7 10-4
I3-I 9-7 10
10-4 9-4 II-4
I3-I 9-4 10
10-4
13-7
16 15.5 14.2
14.2 12.6 13.
1
12.6 II.
4
II.
4
Mar,
19
19
19
17
16-5
16-5
16
16
16-5
16
14-8
14-8
14-8
14-2
14-2
14-2
13-7
I3-I
I3-I
I3-I
12-6
12-6
12
12
1 1-4
1 1-4
10-8
10-8
10-4
10-4
10
10
9-7
9-4
9-4
16.5
13.
1
10.8
May
19
18
16-5
16-5
19
18
16-5
16
15-5
14- 8
15-5
14-8
14-2
14-2
12- 6
13- I
14- 8
16
13-7
13-
1
12- 6
12
16
11-4
13- 7
12-6
12-6
II-4
12
10-4
11-4
10- 8
11-4
10-8
10
16
13.7
12
e
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Table 19.
COMPARISON OF THE READING AGES OF THE THREE GROUPS ON TYPE C
OF THE G^TES SILENT READING TESTS AT THE BEGINNING AND END.
PUPIL GROUP 11 ripHTTP 2 GROUP 3
Mar. May Mar. May
I 19 T CI19 T CI19 T O18 19 t a18
2 19 t rt19 T C R16-5 T A O14-8 T O19 16-5
3 X19 T f»19 T £ R16-5 T /I O14-2 T rt19 T C16
4 x r\19 T O18 T C16 t n19 T O18 16
5 x o18 19 T C16 y 17 TI3-I T O18 T C C15-5
6 T Tt17 t r»19 T C16 T X AII-4 T Tt17 19
7 *r Tt17 T R K15- 0 T C R15-0 14-2 T Tt17 t rz Tt13- 7
8 T /?16 T C16 10-0 T >X Tt13-7 T C K T <Z TI3-I
9 T C16 T Q19 T A O14—
O
16 T C16 T T Tt13— /
X /"\10 16 T »717 T /I O14-
o
t r r10-0 T C16 T C16
X T"II 16 T O18 T A O14-o 13-7 T C C15-0 T R R15-0
x12 15-5 T O18 T A O14-o TO C T C C10-0 T A O14-8
T T13 t a r15-5 10-0 T A O14-& T A Q14-
O
T K R10-0 T /I O
14 T R R15-0 T A O14-
O
T /I ©14-c T <Z TI3-I 10-0 T O
T R15 14-2 T Clb T A 914- «5 TO C T C R10-0 y-8
16 T A O14-8 14-o T A O14-c T T A1 1-4 T A Q T VI O14-8
T Tt17 T A O14-8 TX. T10-1 lo- f T OIc T A O T O12
18 t rz T13-1 T TtI r T <X T10-1 T >Z R13-0 t /l O t rz rj13-7
19 13-7 lo- / T d T13-1 T T VIII-4 T A O TO C
20 TO CIC-D TP R10-0 T Ot T1*5-1 Trt10 T A O T O12
21 TO £12-6 TO C TO C 16-5 T A O T T AII-4
22 T OI<2 TP R10~0 T O T C16 13-7 T A Z14-8
23 T O12 T O12 TO C12-6 13-7 y f7 Tt13-7
24 T O12 T IX TI3-I 12 II-4 I3-I X VI O
25 T T AII-4 T C16 T O12 9-5 TO C T 1 TI3-I
26 II-4 15-5 II-4 12 12 14-2
27 10-8 14-8 II-4 10 12 10-8
28 10-8 14-2 II-4 9-5 12 9-5
29 10-8 II-4 10-8 14-2 II-4 14-2
30 10 I3-I 10-8 12 10-8 12-6
31 10 12-5 10-4 9-8 10-4 10-8
32 10 12 10 10-4 10 14-8
33 9-8 13-7 9-8 10 10 10
<Z A Q Ry-o T r\1U y-o a ay-8 y-8 y?-8
35 9-2 I3-I 9-8 9-8
36 9-2 10
QI 16 17.5 14.8 14.2 16 14.8
Med. 13.
1
15.5 13.4 12.6 14.2 13.7
Q3 10*8 13.
1
II.
4
II.
4
12 12
c
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TABLE 20,
COMPARISON OF THE READING AGES OF THE THREE GROUPS ON TYPE D
OF THE GATES SILENT READING TESTS AT
PUPIL GROUP I g:
Mar. May Mar.
I 19 18-8 19
2 18-6 19 16-3
3 18-6 19 16
4 18-6 18-2 16
5 18 19 15-3
6 18 17-5 15-3
7 16-3 19 14-9
8 16-3 17-5 14-4
9 16 16-4 14
10 16-3 16-7 14
II 15-7 18-4 13-6
12 14 16-6 12-7
13 12-7 14-4 13-7
14 12-2 15-7 12-2
15 II-7 I3-I II-7
16 II-7 12-2 II-7
17 II-3 14-9 II-3
18 II-3 II-3 II-3
19 II-3 II-7 II-3
20 II- 3 10-6 II-3
21 II-3 10-3 10-9
22 10-8 II-3 10-8
23 10-8 I2-I 10-8
24 10-8 TO— 9jl vj— u 10-6
25 10-7 16-9 10-5
26 10-7 I3-I 10-4
27 10-7 TT-7 10-4
28 10-4 10-8 10-3
10-3 II-3 TH T1U—
1
30 IO-I IO-I 10
31 IO-I 9-8 10
32 10 10-2
33 9-9 9-9 9-5
34 9-8 II-3 57— <0
35 9-3 9-9
36 9-3 9-5
41 16.
1
17.2 14
Lie*. II.
3
12.2 II.
3
Q3 10.5 10.8 10.4
GROUP 2 GROUP 3
19
17-5
15-3
15- 3
16- 9
I3-I
14
10-9
17- 5
13-I
10-8
14
14
14-4
10-8
10-4
14
I3-I
11-3
10-8
10-9
10-8
10-6
10-9
I3-I
10-7
10-4
10-3
9-7
9-9
9-4
IO-I
9-1
9-4
Mar.
19
19
18-4
18-2
18-2
17-5
17-5
17-5
16
15-7
15-7
15-3
15-3
14-4
14-4
14
I3-I
I3-I
12-7
12-7
II-3
II-3
II-3
II-3
10-9
ld>-8
10-7
10-7
10-7
10-6
10-6
10-3
9-9
9-9
9-4
May
18-8
18-8
18-8
18-2
18
18-6
16-6
14
16-3
15-3
10-7
14
12-2
16- 6
15-3
14-9
12-2
10-9
14-4
12-2
15- 7
14-4
10-9
10-7
10-6
10-8
10-9
10-7
10-7
10-6
10
10-3
9-9
9-2
9-2
14
10.9
10.4
16
13.
1
10.7
16.3
12.2
10.6
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TABLE 21.
SCORES OBTAINED BY THE THREE GROUPS IN TEST A OF THE GATES
SILENT READING TESTS SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE OF PARAGRAPHS
CORRECT ON MARCH 9 AND MAY 18, 1 931.
T5TTT3TTrUrlii virtu Ur 0a 0
Mar* May Mar. May Iff— —
.
Mar. ay
1 lUU TrvAIUU TAA100 95 100 100
2 t r\ f\100 100 100 95 100 95
rj,O 100 100 96 95 88 100
A4 94 94 95 95 100 100
5 TP /"\/*\100 /-v /^n100 87 100 100 100
6 95 T /-v /-v100 100 87 90 95
7 TP /-\/Ti100 95 100 95 100 96
8 100 100 100 89 95 100
9 TP /"\/"\100 100 100 94 94 87
10 100 95 100 87 95 100
II 94 95 93 93 80 93
12 93 100 87 88 100 100
TP f713 95 100 100 94 81 100
TP Vl14 88 100 89 94 90 95
15 100 100 93 87 100 100T £16 93 100 80 100 93 100T f»17 87 100 93 100 76 93
TP C\18 93 100 100 100 100 100
19 93 100 90 95 83 86t a r\100 TP /"\^\100 92 100 93 100
21 100 93 70 100 89 100
22 85 100 93 93 ft?
23 92 100 89 95 100 100
24 87 100 93 94 100 AT
25 64 100 89 83 94 88
26 89 100 92 100 85 ftQ
27 76 93 100 83 95 78
CO 0 1 1UU 85 93 84 87
29 80 100 93 100 81 92
30 93 76 93 94 100 100
31 100 100 89 100 100 100
32 87 100 100 84 87 87
33 85 78 71 55 71 77
34 71 89 60 93 100 100
35 93 100 77 81 100 100
36 75 100
QX 100 100 100 100 100 100
Med. 93 100 93 95 94 100
43 87 95 88 88 87 89
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TABLE 22.
SCORES OBTAINED BY THE THREE GROUPS IN TEST C
SILENT READING TES5!S SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE 0]
CORRECT ON MARCH 9 AND MAY 16I. 1931.
PUPIL GROUP I GROUP 2
Mar • Mav Mar • Mav
I 96 100V V 9fi 9%>
2 92 96 ft3 A7
3 95 96 83 7^f O
4 73 100 9T3 X TOOxUU
5 91 100JLW 90
6 96 96 85 7Q
7 91•/ JL 100vV 72 ftA
8 100 100 70 QO
9 71* JL 93 70 ftAO D
10 100JLVv TOOX \J V/ 79 4.7
II 86 79 76 7A
12 85 94 75 AA
13 9T TOOIvw 73 A 1*
14 87 ftfi 73 ftTOx
15 73 TOO 67 ftA
16 TOO 77 TOOxUU
17 79 9 A 58 A 7
18 7ftf o TOO 76 7 1*
19 90 TOO 94 7Tf X
20 A 1* TOO 93 AftD O
21 80 94 70 AT
22 81 87 4.2 47
23 100 100 ft9 A A
24 67 82 7fi 0 1
25 80 93 AA 33
26 53 85 82 50
27 88 TOO 52 59
28 93 93 94 61
29 71 85 75 33
^o 45 67 86 71
31 80 86 61 33
32 89 78 TOO
33 53 94 27 46
^4 66 67 64 47
35 81 86 36 31
36 63 88
QI 91 100 85 84
Med. 81 95 76 67
Q3 71 86 67 50
GROUP 3
Mar. May
87
87
77
96
78
78
100
81
86
96
79
92
83
63
92
67
89
81
81
53
81
42
86
69
85
81
52
52
75
94
77
89
35
86
72
87
81
72
63
94
70
92
84
75
83
81
95
79
83
75
60
71
79
85
72
72
71
63
50
81
83
63
89
29
42
84
25
70
42
58
15
50
78
83
72
60
Boston University
School of Lducation
Library
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TABLE 23.
SCORES OBTAINED BY THE THREE GROUPS IN TEST D OF THE GATES
SILENT READIIM TESTS SHOWING THE PERCENTAGE OP PARAGRAPHS CC. :.
RECT ON MARCH 9 AND MAY 18, I 931.
PUPIL
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9.
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
Mar.
100
100
100
100
100
90
100
100
100
100
100
98
100
98
100
100
72
100
91
100
100
91
100
96
89
100
95
100
95
84
100
96
90
89
95
90
GROUP I
May
100
100
100
100
98
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
98
100
100
100
100
98
100
97
93
97
93
100
95
100
92
91
100
100
100
100
95
100
100
41 100 100
Med. 100 100
Q3 91 98
urrlUUir p O
Max . iviay Mar • ih
yy 97 100 98
100 100 100 98
97 98 100 97
100 98 100 100
100 97 100 97
97 98 98 96
97 97 98 94
100 100 94 100
100 94 100 100
94 100 100 38
C\ A94 94 97 )7
97 94 100 J3
97 98 100 98
97 94 98 98
100 100 98 100
100 95 94 97T /-\/""\100 94 100 97
98 94 100 98
100 97 100 82
95 100 100 100
IOO 100 92 95
96 93 100 97
no 97 100
97 97 100 97
88 tl H 97
100 96 94
94 82 93 91
100 97 88 97
100 94 100 94
91 100 96
97 97 94 100
89 100 100 100
75 63 56 52
83 79 33 96
78 86 100 100
100
100
98 100
97 97 100 97
94 94 94 96
May
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